GOHSEP SPECIAL WEATHER REPORT
23 February 2015 As of: 8:40 pm

STATE EOC ACTIVATION LEVEL: CAT
Proclamation NO. 28 BJ 2015 State of Emergency – Transportation and Delivery of Propane and Heating Fuels

SITUATION: A strong cold front from the north with widely scattered showers began moving through the area last night and will continue through this afternoon. Lingering showers and below average temperatures will return Wednesday and continue into Thursday. Considering the temperature trends and precipitation coverage, residents are urged to continue monitoring the latest statements and forecasts for additional information on this hazardous winter weather event.

FORECAST for LOUISIANA
Southeast Louisiana: No hazardous weather is expected over the next seven days. What little precipitation occurred this morning has quickly pushed west out of the region with mostly dry weather anticipated through the rest of the day.

Rain chances significantly increase on Wednesday but should quickly some to an end or overnight. With temperatures pushing freezing through the rest of the week...